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Glossary of terms used in this document 
 
CBFCO Chief Bush Fire Control Officer 
CEO Chief Executive Officer 
CESM Community Emergency Services Manager 
COMCEN Communication Centre (DFES) 
DBCA Department of Biodiversity, Conservation & Attractions 
DCBFCO Deputy Chief Bush Fire Control Officer 
DFES Department of Fire & Emergency Services 
FCO Fire Control Officer 
IC Incident Controller 
IMT Incident Management Team 
RDC Regional Duty Coordinator 
SOP Standard Operating Procedure 
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Section 1: Administration 
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SOP 1.01 Communication Systems    

 
PURPOSE 
To set out the various methods of communication employed by the Shire and bush fire 

brigades in incident notification, brigade mobilisation and public announcements. 

INTRODUCTION 
Various methods of communication have been engaged by the Shire and Brigades to ensure 
messages are delivered efficiently and effectively to the respective audience.   
 

1. BUSH FIRE RADIO NETWORK 
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup presently uses VHF radio communications through the WA 
Emergency Radio Network to provide communications for its Bushfire Brigades. 
 
The radio network is supported by two repeater sites at Fairfield Road and Jam Creek Road.  
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bushfire Brigades and the Tambellup VFES utilise VHF 
Channel 322 (Tambellup) and 231 (Broomehill) for its strategic operational communications 
and UHF Channel 5 for its fire site operational communications. 
 
In the event that the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bush Fire Radio Network repeaters fail, 
permission can be requested from neighbouring shires through the CBFCO to use the 
following VHF Channels: 
 

Cranbrook East  WAERN Channel 163 
Cranbrook West  WAERN Channel 162 
Gnowangerup  WAERN Channel 200 
Katanning   WAERN Channel 230 
Kojonup   WAERN Channel 234 
 

The Regional Duty Coordinator (phone 1800 314 644) must be notified immediately of any 
instances where radio communications are down to enable timely repairs. 
 
Restrictions on use of the Bushfire Radio Network 
Because the Shire’s radio network is an emergency facility, Bush Fire Brigades should only use 
it for: 

 Official Bushfire Brigade operations, training & administration purposes, OR 

 Any other genuine emergency purposes. 
 
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bush Fire Radio Network is not to be used for private 
purposes other than genuine emergencies. 
 
Users should be aware the radio network is an open network and as such, sensitive 
information should be conveyed in person, by phone or other method. 
 

2. SMS 
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup maintains SMS listings of Shire residents, brigade 
members, residents and brigade members of neighbouring local governments, contractors 
and others.   
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The SMS system is used by the Shire for a variety of purposes, including notification and 
updates of harvest bans, Total Fire Bans, road closures, and other emergency matters where 
information is required to be delivered to a broad audience quickly. 
 
SMS messages can be sent to specific brigades, or to a general audience. 
 
The CBFCO, Deputy CBFCOs, CESM and Shire administration staff have access to the SMS 
system for broadcast and management purposes. 
 
DFES also maintains brigade SMS lists, primarily used to mobilise brigades to incidents 
reported through the 000 system.  Requests for brigade mobilisation through this avenue 
should be made by contacting DFES Communications (Comcen) on 1800 198 140. 
 

3. WHATSAPP 
WhatsApp is used by the brigades as an informal communication method for the Brigade 
Leadership Group (CBFCO, Deputy CBFCOs and brigade FCOs, CESM, Shire administration 
staff) to monitor weather conditions, and to circulate Permits to Burn and other information 
that needs to be circulated to the brigades.  This group is managed by the CBFCO. 
 
WhatsApp groups have been established by individual brigades for their own use in response 
and provision of information.  These groups are managed by the individual brigades. 
 

4. RADIO BROADCAST 
The Shire utilises radio broadcast (through ABC and Triple M) to advise the broader 
community when harvest bans and/or road closures have been imposed or lifted.   
 

5. HARVEST BAN HOTLINE 
The Harvest Ban Hotline is a 24/7 recorded message service, phone number is 9825 1042.  
This service is held by the Shire, and is maintained by the CBFCO, Deputy CBFCO, CESM and 
Shire administration staff when messages are required to be updated. 
 

6. EMAIL 
Email is utilised to advise specific contacts of harvest ban and road closure information.  The 
contact list is maintained by the Shire and circulated to the CBFCO, Deputy CBFCOs and CESM 
as required. 
 

7. SOCIAL MEDIA 
 The Shire utilises its Facebook page to broadcast information to residents, including 
information relating to emergencies such as notification of harvest bans, road closures, and 
incident updates when required.  Access to the Facebook page is restricted to Shire 
administration staff, and requests for publication of information via this media should be 
submitted to the CEO. 
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 RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY 1.23 – Press Releases 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954  
State Emergency Management Policy s.5.6 Emergency Public 
Information 
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SOP 1.02 Permits to set Fire to the Bush 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure that officers issuing permits abide by best practice procedures. 
 
To ensure that records of all Permits to Set Fire to the Bush (Form 3, Bush Fires Act 1954) 
issued by the Shire are maintained. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Bush Fires Act 1954 makes provision for Fire Control Officers and duly authorized officers 
to issue Permits to Set Fire to the Bush.  
 
It is a statutory requirement to keep records of permits issued or a period of one year in case 
of an insurance claim. 
 
GUIDELINES 
Permits may be issued by the Chief Bush Fire Control Officer and Deputy Bush Fire Control 
Officers, or Brigade Fire Control Officers in their approved area only. 
 
Approved permits are to be circulated via the Brigade Leaders internal communications 
network (WhatsApp), and a copy is also to be forwarded to the Community Emergency 
Services Manager for recording into the Shire’s records system. 
 
All permits are INVALIDATED when the Bureau of Meteorology issues a ‘VERY HIGH’, ‘SEVERE’, 
‘EXTREME’ or ‘CATASTROPHIC’ fire danger rating. This ruling can be changed by an authorized 
Fire Weather Officer if local weather conditions permit. 
 
PERMIT CONDITIONS 
Permits should not be issued if the permit holder cannot be in attendance on the day after 
the burn. 
 
The issuing Fire Control Officer must stress to the person to: 

 NOTIFY all neighbours; 

 PICK UP permit and READ conditions; and 

 INSPECT the fireground the next day and when the next strong winds occur. 
 
Two or more firefighting units are to be in attendance at all fires lit under permit. Alternative 
arrangements may be made for small burns within the gazetted town sites. 
 
The issuing Fire Control Officer should write down any other conditions they believe are 
necessary. Permit holders must comply with these additional conditions. 
 
Copies of all Permits to Set Fire to the Bush are to be kept for a period of one year after the 
fire season they pertain to, and then discarded. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.18 
Bush Fires Regulations 1954 Part IV 
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SOP 1.03: Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard Reporting 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a procedure for the reporting, recording and investigation of incident, injuries and 
hazards in accordance with the Occupational Safety Health Act and Regulations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Shire is committed to minimising the risk of injury, harm or damage to its emergency 
services personnel and to Brigade and Council owned property. 
 
REPORTING 
In accordance with the above, any member who has an injury, accident or notes a hazard shall 
be required by the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup to complete a ‘Notification of 
Hazard/Injury/Incident’ form (Appendix 1).   
 
ALL REPORTS SHALL BE TREATED AS CONFIDENTIAL AND INTERNAL TO THE SHIRE OF 
BROOMEHILL-TAMBELLUP. 
 
INVESTIGATION 
All reported incidents/hazards/injuries shall be investigated by the CBFCO/CESM and referred 
to the Bush Fire Advisory Committee to identify any gaps in procedure that may have allowed 
the incident to occur.  
 
As a matter of courtesy the Bush Fire Advisory Committee will notify the Shire’s Occupational 
Health & Safety Committee when a report is received. 
 
The objective of the reporting process is not to attribute blame, but rather to minimise the 
likelihood of a repeat occurrence. 
 
Any member needing to make a report should contact the CBFCO. Copies of the incident 
notification form can be obtained on request from the CESM. 
 

 RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2   Occupational Safety and Health  

LEGISLATION 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 Part III 
Occupational Safety & Health Regulations 1996 Part III 
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Appendix 1 – Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Notification of Hazard/Injury/Incident Form   
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SOP 1.04: Media and Police Statements 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide standard arrangements for the provision of statements to the media and police 
regarding incidents. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Personnel attending incidents may occasionally be required to submit a statement to Police 
for internal police inquiries and/or presentation to a Coroner’s inquest.  
 
During large-scale incidents media also seek personnel to make statements. 
 

POLICE STATEMENTS 
Statements are not to be submitted, presented or made either verbally or in writing directly 
to any police officer in regards to any incident attended. 
 
Upon receiving a request for a witness statement, the witness (Shire employee or volunteer) 
is to contact the Chief Executive Officer. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer will provide the witness with internal advice and support and will 
solicit external legal advice if considered necessary. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer will assist the witness through the statement development and 
delivery process. 
 
 
MEDIA STATEMENTS 
No Shire employees or volunteers are authorised to speak on behalf of the Shire to the media. 
 
All media statement requests should be referred to the Chief Executive Officer or Shire 
President. 
 

 
  

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED November 2020 

SOP SOP 1.01 – Communications Systems 

COUNCIL POLICY 1.23 Public relations – Media Releases  

LEGISLATION Local Government Act 1995 s.2.8 
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SOP 1.05: Shire Owned Equipment at a Wildfire 

 

PURPOSE 
To establish a procedure for the call out of Shire equipment to a fire. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Council is fully supportive of our volunteer brigades’ efforts to protect the Shire from a 
dangerous fire situation.  To that end, Shire owned plant and equipment is available to assist 
in the containment of a fire. 
 

PROCEDURE 

 The Fire Control Officer (FCO) or person in control of the fire, is to determine if the 
equipment is required. 

 The FCO or person in control of the fire is to contact the Chief Executive Officer to 
request the Shire equipment to attend the fire.   

 If the Chief Executive Officer is unavailable, authority to approve the use of plant and 
equipment will be delegated to the Manager of Works, or Manager Finance and 
Administration.  

 Requests for Shire equipment are to be for assistance in the containment and control 
of wildfires only. 

 Requests from landowners for use of machinery/staff to assist in “mopping up” 
procedures will be charged at private works rates. 

 If land tenure is DBCA/Unallocated Crown Land/Unmanaged Reserves the land 
manager/agency must be contacted for approval at the time the machinery is required 
to enable the Shire to claim payment for equipment use. 

 If equipment is required that the Shire cannot supply, eg bulldozer, contact should be 
made with the CESM, or Regional Duty Coordinator on 1800 314 644 for approval to 
hire this equipment.  NOTE – Authorisation must be provided prior to hiring equipment 
so the cost can be covered by DFES.          

 
 

 
  

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED March 2009 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 

COUNCIL POLICY 4.9 Shire Owned Equipment at a Wildfire 

LEGISLATION Bush Fires Act 1954 s.36 
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SOP 1.06: Brigade Incident Reporting 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure that accurate records of all fire incidents within the municipality are reported and 
that reports are submitted to the appropriate agencies and officers. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
It is a requirement of the Bush Fires Act 1954 and Bush Fires Regulations 1954 that all fire 
incidents within a local government are reported and that such reports are provided to the 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services no less than once per financial year. 
 

INCIDENT REPORTS 
Fire Control Officers are to complete an Incident Report Bushfire Form and/or an Incident 
Attendance Form (Appendix 1) every time their Brigade is mobilised in response to any fire 
incident or false alarm. 
 
The Incident Report should include the Incident Number generated by DFES Communication 
Centre (Comcen) – phone 1800 198 140.  This is obtained by the CBFCO or Incident Controller 
at the conclusion of the incident.  
 
The Controlling (primary) brigade is required to complete and submit both the ‘Bushfire’ and 
‘Attendance’ reports.  Assisting brigades are required to complete and submit the 
‘Attendance’ report. 
 
Once completed, reports are to be submitted to the CESM, for entry into the DFES Reporting 
system, and also for the Shire’s records.  A copy should be submitted to the CBFCO for 
information. 
 
The report should be completed as soon as possible after a fire (preferably within 24hrs) 
however; the report should be submitted within seven days of the fire/incident.   
 

SUSPICIOUS FIRES 

The CBFCO or CESM should be notified immediately if any fire attended by brigades is deemed 
suspicious and the area should be secured. In addition to the Incident Report Bushfire and 
Attendance forms, the Incident Controller should complete a Wildfire Attendance & 
Information Report. The report should be forwarded to the CESM within 24 hours of the fire. 
 
The purpose of this latter report is to assist the Arson Squad with its investigations. Wildfire 
Attendance & Information Reports are available online at the Volunteer Hub or from the 
CESM. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 
SOP 4.06 Brigades Responding to Fires that may be Suspicious 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.50 
Bush Fires Regulations 1954 s.43 
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Appendix 2: Incident Report forms 
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SOP 1.07: Appointment of Bush Fire Control Officers 

 
PURPOSE 
To outline the requirements for the appointment of Bush Fire Control Officers. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Within the Bushfire Brigades, there are various officers appointed by Council to undertake 
various roles and responsibilities. The persons occupying these positions, although 
volunteers, are nonetheless officers of the Council and are appointed by the Council (under 
section 38 of the Bush Fires Act 1954) upon their nomination by the Brigade and endorsement 
by the Bush Fire Advisory Committee. 
 
In accordance with Occupational Safety and Health legislation, Council has a duty of care to 
all its brigade volunteers to provide as safe a working environment as possible.  This extends 
to ensuring Fire Control Officers are appropriately skilled to manage a fire incident, and the 
volunteers assisting. 
 
Establishing the rules for the appointment of Fire Control Officers will assist in meeting 
Council’s obligations for duty of care. 
 
This policy provides the eligibility criteria for a person to be appointed as a Bush Fire Control 
Officer: 
 

1. To be eligible for appointment as a Bush Fire Control Officer a person must have 
completed the Bush Fire Control Officer Training Program not more than five years 
prior to appointment. 

2. Notwithstanding Item 1 above, a person will be eligible for appointment as a 
3. Bush Fire Control Officer if they complete the Bush Fire Control Officer Training 

Program within six months of appointment. 
4. For a person to continue as a Bush Fire Control Officer they must complete the Bush 

Fire Control Officers Course or a Refresher Course at intervals of no more than every 
five years. 

5. Nominations of Bush Fire Control Officers from Brigades should be endorsed by the 
Bush Fire Advisory Committee for recommendation to Council by 1 May each year. 

6. A Bush Fire Control Officer, other than the Chief or Deputy Chief Bush Fire Control 
Officer shall not issue a Permit to Burn for land within another Shire of Broomehill-
Tambellup Bush Fire Brigade district unless mutual agreement exists between the 
Bush Fire Control Officers concerned. 

 
PROCEDURE 

 Brigades hold their Annual General Meetings during March each year.  At that 
meeting, nominations for the positions of Captain/Fire Control Officer, lieutenants, 
radio operators, secretary and any other position as identified by the brigade are 
determined. 

 The nomination of Fire Control Officer is presented to the Bush Fire Advisory 
Committee meeting held in March/April each year for endorsement. 

 Details of nominations for all brigade Fire Control Officers are presented to Council 
by the Bush Fire Advisory Committee, for appointment by 1 May each year. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY 
2.2 Occupational Safety & Health  
6.2 Appointment of Bush Fire Control Officers 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.38 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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Section 2: Fire Prevention & Mitigation 
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SOP 2.01: Fuel Reduction Burns 

 

OBJECTIVE 
To ensure that all fuel reduction burns comply with the appropriate legislative and safety 
requirements. 
 
To provide clear direction to bush fire brigades, the local community and Shire of Broomehill-
Tambellup staff in relation to hazard reduction burns on property irrespective of tenure. 
 
STATEMENT 
Bushfire brigades play a key role in bush fire management, including risk reduction within 
their local area. Successfully carried out hazard reduction burns increase the level of 
protection provided to the local community during fire season. 
 
Bushfire Volunteers are provided with legal protection when operating within the confines of 
the Bush Fires Act 1954. This protection is extended to hazard reduction burns when they are 
considered normal brigade activities and approved by the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup 
 
Brigades are not permitted to charge a fee for service. 
 
Pre-Burning Preparations  
Private Property  
Private landowners who require the assistance of the bushfire brigade to undertake a hazard 
reduction burn should contact either the brigade directly, or the Shire’s CESM. 
 
Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Reserves 
Requests to conduct a hazard reduction burn on reserves controlled by the Shire of 
Broomehill-Tambellup should be forwarded to the CEO for approval.   
 
Once a request has been approved, a burn prescription will be developed by the CESM and 
the relevant brigade will be provided the approval to burn.   
 
A prescription may take up to six months before it is completed and brigades need to factor 
this into their planning.  
 
Road Verges  
Main Roads WA approval is to be obtained prior to burning any road verge under the control 
of Main Roads WA. 
 
Approval from the CEO of the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup is to be obtained prior to 
undertaking any road verge burning on roads managed by the Shire. 
 
The safety of volunteer firefighters is paramount when working along road verges. 
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Considerations 
The CESM will issue a permit for all hazard reduction burns on road verges, after completing 
due diligence, including Dial Before You Dig, rare flora etc, and will prescribe conditions for 
burning which must be adhered to. 
 
The Brigade Fire Control Officer (FCO) will coordinate all hazard reduction burns in the brigade 
area. 
 
When planning and/or undertaking hazard reduction burns the FCO shall consider; 

 Breaking the property in to cells for a rotational burning program to reduce the impact 
on the environment. 

 The lighting pattern to be employed with a distinct preference towards cooler burns. 

 Notifying the owners of adjoining properties including land owned by the Shire of 
Broomehill-Tambellup, private landowners, Department of Biodiversity, Conservation 
and Attractions (DBCA), plantation owners and/or utility companies. 

 Assets, including those in adjacent areas, considered at risk from fire. 

 Prevailing winds and their effect on the fire and the direction the smoke plume will 
travel. Particular care needs to be taken when smoke will blow over the road and cause 
a traffic hazard. See also SOP 4.10 Traffic Management at Bush Fires 

 Plans to burn on road verges, or where smoke and/or fire and the presence of 
emergency vehicles and crew may present a traffic hazard, must include a plan for 
traffic management. 

 Neighbouring brigades should be encouraged to assist with hazard reduction burns. 
 
Before Commencing a Burn 
The Brigade FCO is required to ensure they have undertaken a risk assessment for every 
planned burn.  The CESM will develop a prescription for the burn which must be adhered to. 
 
Immediately prior to commencing the burn the FCO must advise the CBFCO, COMCEN, and, if 
applicable, DBCA, of the burn address and expected duration. 
 
Concluding a Hazard Reduction Burn 
The FCO will declare the burn safe when they are satisfied the perimeter of the fire is fully 
extinguished. In some cases it will be necessary to set up patrol or monitoring arrangements 
for a period of time following the departure from the fire site. 
 
COMCEN and the CBFCO shall be notified when the hazard reduction burn has concluded. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting 
SOP 1.06 Incident Reporting 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 
SOP 4.10 Traffic Management at a Bushfire 

COUNCIL POLICY 
2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 
6.4 Roadside Burning 

DELEGATION 5.6 Burning of Roadsides 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.33; s.34; s38.5A 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 2.02: Firebreak Inspections 

  

PURPOSE 
To enforce the Shire’s annual Firebreak Order. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The Shire has a statutory responsibility to ensure that all landowners and occupiers comply 
with its annual Fire Break Order. 
 

URBAN LAND (Land within a gazetted townsite) 
The Shire’s duly authorised officer/s shall commence inspections of all lots within the 
Broomehill and Tambellup gazetted townsites in October, subject to seasonal conditions.  In 
accordance with the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Fire Break Order: 
 
During the period 31 October – 15 April annually, the following measures should be 
implemented by landowners: 
 
LAND ZONED RESIDENTIAL, TOWN CENTRE, INDUSTRIAL (Townsite land): 
 
On land which is 4000 square metres (1 acre) or less, all flammable material should be 
removed, except live standing trees. 
 
On land which is 4000 square metres (1 acre) or more in area, clear firebreaks not less than 2 
metres completely surrounding and not more than 20 metres from the perimeter of all 
buildings, haystacks and fuel storage areas situated on the land. The height of all grass on the 
land is to be less than 150mm in height. 
 
LAND ZONED RURAL RESIDENTIAL/SPECIAL RURAL (Townsite and Suburban areas) 
 
Clear firebreaks not less than 2 metres completely surrounding and not more than 20 metres 
from the perimeter of all buildings, haystacks and fuel storage areas situated on the land. 
Minimise fire hazardous material to the satisfaction of the Chief Fire Control Officer by 
stocking, slashing or other means.  The height of all grass on the land is to be less than 150mm 
in height.  
 
Following the on-ground inspection, infringements shall be drafted for all non-compliant 
properties. The Chief Executive Officer shall be briefed regarding non-compliant properties 
prior to the infringements being forwarded to landowners.  
 
NOTE 
Whilst Shire Bush Fire Brigade Volunteers may, at the request of the Shire, assist in inspection 
procedures they are not empowered to enforce or prosecute in relation to fire control 
matters. Such transactions shall be the responsibility of the Council and/or its duly authorised 
officer/s. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

DELEGATION 

1.3 Appointment of Authorised Persons 
1.4 Enforcement and Legal Proceedings 
1.16 Making a Person Comply with a Notice requiring Certain Things 
to be done on Land 
5.4 Firebreaks, Alternative Positions 

LEGISLATION Bush Fires Act 1954 s.33 
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SOP 2.03: Harvest and Vehicle Movement Bans 

 

PURPOSE 
To detail a procedure for the implementation and lifting of Harvest and Vehicle Movement 
Bans within the district. 

INTRODUCTION 
As a fire prevention strategy Section 38 of Bush Fire Regulations 1954 allows for Harvest and 
Vehicle Movement Bans (HVMB) to be imposed. 

The Bush Fires Act 1954 provides facility for local governments through their FCOs to control 
burning activities within their gazetted area at different times of the year. 

The authority to impose and lift HVMB within the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup is delegated 
to the Chief and Deputy Bush Fire Control Officers. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer shall be authorised to notify agencies and surrounding Shires as 
required of any ban imposed. 
 
PROCEDURE 
Harvest and Vehicle Movement Bans - Administration 
Immediately following the decision to IMPOSE or LIFT a Harvest Ban and/or Movement of 
Vehicle Ban (clearly ascertain which) the authorised officer shall complete the ‘Notification of 
Harvest Ban’ Form (Appendix 2) and forward it to: 
 

 

The officer imposing the HVMB shall also: 

 update the Shire Harvest Ban Hotline Answering Machine message as per procedure 

 send the appropriate Harvest Ban SMS message to registered landowners as per 
procedures; and  

 notify the neighbouring Shire Chief Bush Fire Control Officers via VHF Radio Network 
or phone. 

RADIO STATIONS     Email 
Triple M     harvestbans@sca.com.au   
ABC Radio harvestbans@abc.net.au (see procedure) 
  
SURROUNDING SHIRES       
Shire of Gnowangerup   gnpshire@gnowangerup.wa.gov.au   
Shire of Katanning admin@katanning.wa.gov.au     
Shire of Kojonup council@kojonup.wa.gov.au   
Shire of Cranbrook shire@cranbrook.wa.gov.au   
  

HAULAGE CONTRACTORS  
Southern Haulage     reception@southernhaulage.com.au  
Matthews Kojonup matthewstrans@wn.com.au 
Great Southern Fuels julie.hanna@gsfs.com.au 

greg.brooks@gsfs.com.au 
Caltex Link Energy albany@caltex.com.au 

mailto:harvestbans@sca.com.au
mailto:harvestbans@abc.net.au
mailto:gnpshire@gnowangerup.wa.gov.au
mailto:admin@katanning.wa.gov.au
mailto:council@kojonup.wa.gov.au
mailto:shire@cranbrook.wa.gov.au
mailto:reception@southernhaulage.com.au
mailto:matthewstrans@wn.com.au
mailto:julie.hanna@gsfs.com.au
mailto:greg.brooks@gsfs.com.au
mailto:albany@caltex.com.au
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When a HVMB is reviewed or lifted: 

 complete the ‘Notification of Harvest Ban’ Form and email to surrounding shires and 
agencies as above;  

 the Harvest Ban Hotline will be updated with the appropriate message,  

 an SMS message is to be sent to registered landowners advising of the review 
outcome or lifting of a ban. 

 
THE NOTIFICATION OF THE BAN BEING REVIEWED OR LIFTED IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE 
NOTIFICATION OF THE BAN BEING IMPOSED. 
 
Documentation relating to the imposing and lifting of a HVMB must be forwarded to the Shire 
for recording into the Shire’s records system. 

NON-COMPLIANCE 
Any instances of non-compliance with a Harvest Ban within the Shire must be reported to the 
CEO or the Chief Bushfire Control Officer. 

PROSECUTION 
People conducting unauthorised activities during a Harvest Ban will be liable for prosecution. 
 
The Council and/or its duly authorised officer shall retain responsibility for all transactions 
relating to the enforcement or prosecution of offences relating to fire control matters.  
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

DELEGATION 
1.4 Enforcement and Legal Proceedings 
5.7 Taking Proceedings for Offences, Bush Fires Act 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 Part III Div 6 
Bush Fire Regulations 1954 s.38A 
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Appendix 3: Harvest Ban Notification Form 
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Section 3: Call Out and Mobilisation 
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SOP 3.01: Incident Announcement  

 

PURPOSE 

 To provide Brigades with a standard method for the announcement of fire calls. 

 To provide for efficient identification and dispatching of resources to an incident. 

INTRODUCTION 
When an emergency turnout is announced, a standard format should be used so that the 
recipients become familiar with the method used to deliver the call and the information 
required to attend the incident is given in a clear concise manner. 
 
Calls may be received directly from members of the public, or through the ‘000’ service. The 
CBFCO, CESM and Shire CEO are registered to receive calls through the ‘000’ service. 

CALL RECEIPT 

 The Fire Control Officer, CESM, or CEO receives the call. 

 The caller is questioned to determine the location and type of incident. 

 The information received is dispatched to the CBFCO 

 The nearest Brigade for the incident is determined. 

 The relevant brigade is mobilised to the incident.  All brigades are registered with the 
Shire’s SMS system.  The CBFCO or CESM will send turn out message to the relevant 
brigade/s with details of incident, initially through the Brigade WhatsApp, then by SMS 
through the Shire’s SMS system. 

 CBFCO is to contact DFES COMCEN on 1800 198 140 advising of brigade activation for 
all incidents. 

DISPATCH METHOD 

 CBFCO mobilises the required resources as per the above. 

 On notification of mobilisation: Brigade members shall advise the CBFCO of estimated 
time of arrival (ETA) at incident by radio or phone. 

 The CBFCO shall advise brigade members who the Incident Controller is on site. 

 On arrival at incident site: wherever possible, Brigade members shall advise the 
Incident Controller on site of their arrival by radio or in person.  

 As soon as is practicable: the Incident Controller will provide details to the CBFCO such 
as location and direction of fire, entry points, fuel loadings, weather conditions and 
estimated number of units present, further units required and location of water refill 
site. 

 Consideration should be given after assessment as to whether a Bushfire Warning 
should be issued.  This is done by the CESM or the Regional Duty Coordinator. 

 Within 30 minutes of arrival: the Incident Controller will provide updated details to 
CBFCO as outlined above. 

 When the incident is resolved: The Incident Controller shall notify CBFCO when the 
incident is resolved. 

 CBFCO to notify DFES COMCEN on 1800 198 140 of Brigade stand down.  At this point 
an incident number is generated, for inclusion on Fire Incident Report. (See Appendix 
1 – Incident Report Forms) 
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AGENCY NOTIFICATION 
Where the Shire is the Controlling Agency at an incident, the CBFCO shall notify the following: 

 CESM 

 Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup office 

 DFES Communications Centre – 1800 198 140 

 Tambellup Police (If roads will be impacted and traffic management or road closure is 
required) 

 Tambellup or Katanning St John’s Ambulance (If the incident is complex)   
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008  

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.06 Brigade Incident Reporting 
SOP 3.02 Bushfire Warning System 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION 
Fire Brigades Act 1942 s.34 
Bush Fires Act 1954 Part IV 
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SOP 3.02: Bushfire Warning System  

 

PURPOSE 
To provide clarification on DFES bushfire warning system levels. 
 
STATEMENT 
During a bushfire, DFES, under instruction from the Shire and DBCA, issues community alerts 
and warnings for bushfires that threaten lives and property. They are issued once firefighters 
have arrived at the scene and determine that there is a threat or potential threat to the 
community. 
 
Understanding the Bushfire Warning System is extremely important in helping you and your 
family to stay alert and informed when a bushfire starts. 
 
In 20212 DFES adopted the Australian Warning System standard, incorporating updated icons 
for all hazards on the Emergency WA website (www.emergencywa.gov.au ): 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.emergencywa.gov.au/
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These levels change to reflect the increasing risk to life or property and decreasing amount of 
time before the fire arrives. 
 
On arrival at an incident site, and on assessment of the incident, the Incident Controller in 
consultation with the CBFCO should consider whether a Bushfire Warning should be issued. If 
a Warning is to be issued, the CBFCO should contact the CESM or Regional Duty Coordinator 
on 1800 314644. 
 
Similarly, if it is considered during the course of the incident that the risk level has lessened, 
the CESM or Regional Duty Coordinator should be requested to downgrade the Warning. 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 3.01 Incident Announcement 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION 
Fire Brigades Act 1942 s.34 
Bush Fires Act 1954 Part IV 
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SOP 3.03: Fire Appliances Outside Municipality Boundaries 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a procedure for the deployment of Shire resources outside the Shire of Broomehill-
Tambellup. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bushfire Brigade appliances are primarily intended for use 
in fire suppression and control within the municipality’s boundaries.  Notwithstanding, there 
will be occasions where the Brigade fire vehicle and volunteer crew will be requested to 
attend and assist with fire suppression in neighbouring Shires.  This support is provided at the 
discretion of the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup. 

APPROVAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Approval should be obtained from the Chief Executive Officer (via the CBFCO or CESM) prior 
to deployment of any Shire appliance to incidents outside the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup 
 
Prior to granting approval the authorising officer shall have regard to the following: 

 The appliance shall not be required within the Broomehill or Tambellup district at that 
time. 

 The deployment of the appliance shall not decrease response capabilities to fires in 
the Broomehill or Tambellup district. 

 There are brigade members available to crew the appliance. 

 The period of time that the appliance will be required. 

 Arrangements for shift changes for personnel crewing the appliance. 

 Crews are suitably experienced to attend the incident-type. 

 Brigade appliances are not to travel outside the Shire boundary except to attend fires. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP Nil 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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Section 4: Incident Control and Response 
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SOP 4.01: Wildfire Operational Management 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure that appropriate management procedures are adopted during wildfires. 

INTRODUCTION 
This Standard Operational Procedure is to provide Incident Controllers in charge of wildfires 
guidance on safe and effective operations. Whilst safe and effective operations cannot be 
guaranteed, it is in the interests of the Incident Controller to gather incident information, and 
interpret that information in a manner that will ensure that safety considerations are, or have 
been taken into account. 

MANAGEMENT METHOD 

 Approach the incident from the safest known available direction and conduct a size 
up. 

 Brief crews with known details of the incident call. 

 The officer in charge of the first arriving appliance, or a Brigade Radio Operator shall 
assume control until a more senior Brigade Officer arrives on site.  The Brigade Officer 
shall assume the role of Incident Controller. 

 Consider sectorising and how many sectors are required. 

 Allocate on ground UHF radio channels to suit sectorising arrangement  

 Consider setting up a forward control point for incoming appliances. 

 Provide a Situation Report (SitRep) to the CBFCO including: 
o Incident location 
o Fire spread and direction 
o Fire ground entry points 
o Fuel loadings 
o Weather conditions 
o Estimated appliances required 
o Location of water refill sites 

 Determine if any persons are in danger and protect or evacuate to a safe location. 

 Determine if any property is in danger and what can be done to safely protect it. 

 Determine if Bushfire Warnings are required to be issued 

 Identify a secure supply of water to support firefighting operations. Local knowledge 
is a key factor in considering water supplies and whether early mobilisation of water 
tankers are required 

 Spot weather forecasts can be obtained by contacting the CESM, or the Regional Duty 
Coordinator on 1800 314 644.   

 Consider the use of heavy equipment or water bombing to assist in the strategic 
containment or suppression of the fire.  Contact the CESM on 0417 071 567 or the 
Regional Duty Coordinator on 1800 314 644 if this support is required. 

 Continue to provide SitReps as initiated to CBFCO or as required. 

 Conduct mop up and black out activities to make the fire safe. 

CHIEF BUSH FIRE CONTROL OFFICER 
Where the Shire is the Controlling Agency at an incident, the CBFCO shall provide SitRep 
information to the following as required: 
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AUTHORITY CONTACT 

Community Emergency Services Manager (CESM) 0417 071 567 

DFES Regional Duty Coordinator 1800 314 644 

If fire is on DBCA land: 
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions - 
Albany  

 
9842 4500 

Tambellup Police 9854 9800 or 000 

Tambellup St John’s Ambulance 000 

Katanning St John’s Ambulance 000 

Chief Executive Officer 0423 636272 

    
SUPPORT AND EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT 
Contact DFES Regional Duty Coordinator early in the incident for ongoing support and 
authorisation for expense reimbursement.  Retrospective authorisation cannot be made. 
 
If the fire is on DBCA land contact the Albany office early in the incident for support and 
authorisation for expense reimbursement.   
 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.05 Shire Owned Equipment at a Wildfire 
SOP 3.01 Incident Announcement 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 
SOP 4.08 Incident Escalation 
SOP 4.09 Transfer of Incident Control - Interagency 

COUNCIL POLICY 4.9 Shire Owned Equipment at a Wildfire  

DELEGATION 5.8 Handover of Control of Bushfires 

LEGISLATION 
Fire Brigades Act 1942 s.34 
Bush Fires Act 1954 Part IV 
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SOP 4.02: Incident Control System - AIIMS 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide Brigades with a system of command, control and coordination at incidents. 

INTRODUCTION 
All fire incidents no matter how large or small are more efficiently and effectively handled 
when they are well managed.  In reality this means that during all fire incidents that occur, 
someone must assume control and devote their time and energy to managing the situation.   
 
The Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup recognizes the Australian Interservice Incident 
Management System (AIIMS) as best practice and supports its implementation at incidents.  
Training of fire brigade members is required to ensure the system is understood and applied 
at incidents.  

SHIRE SPECIFIC ROLES 
A rough guide to AIIMS roles in a Level 1 fire shall be as follows: 
 

ICS FUNCTION OFFICER 

Incident Controller /Operations Officer Brigade FCO on site 

Logistics Officer Shire Administration 

Planning Officer DFES 

Public Information Officer Shire President/CEO 

 
The CBFCO and/or DCBFCO will provide support to the Incident Controller on site or 
remotely as required.  

PROPOSED AIIMS METHOD 
Upon arrival at a fire incident, the Officer in Charge of the first arriving crew will assume 
responsibility as Incident Controller until relieved if required by an officer from the agency 
responsible for the fire.  The relieving officer may be a DBCA officer, a DFES officer or a more 
senior Bushfire Brigade Officer. 
 
The Incident Controller is to ensure that all the following areas are considered when an 
incident is active: 

1. A reconnaissance of the incident site is conducted to: 
o Determine the appropriate control structure. 
o Determine the operational requirements. 
o Determine the communication requirements. 
o Identify the extent and predict the likely spread of the incident. 
o Determine if a Bushfire Warning is required to issued 

2. Delegate designated positions to capable personnel. 
3. Ensure that Incident Control Plans are in place. 
4. Briefings are to be carried out when changing over personnel. 
5. Consider scaling the incident up if the incident size and impact increases and consider 

scaling the incident down if the incident size and impact reduces. 
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The provision of an Incident Report is the responsibility of the Incident Controller and the 
responsible Controlling Agency i.e. Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup. A report should be 
provided to the CESM, who will forward to the Shire and DFES Great Southern Regional Office. 
 
Understandably, the size of the fire and the amount of resources involved will dictate the size 
of the AIIMS management structure, which is entirely flexible.  The AIIMS structure may be 
no more than a FCO with a map on the bonnet of his vehicle.   

NOTE 
The Incident Controller is to take all reasonable steps to ensure the safety of all personnel. 
Where the size of the fire incident so dictates, Brigades should request assistance from the 
Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup or DFES Great Southern Regional Office to establish and 
maintain an AIIMS structure for a fire incident. 

 

  

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.06 Brigade Incident Reporting 
SOP 3.02 Bushfire Warning System 
SOP 4.08 Incident Escalation 
SOP 4.09 Transfer of Incident Control - Interagency 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION 
Fire Brigades Act 1942 s.34 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.44 
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SOP 4.03: Traffic Management at Bushfires 

 
PURPOSE 
To provide instruction to Incident Controllers on the procedure to be undertaken when traffic 
management and/or road closures are necessary to assist with wildfire suppression. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Any person with authority to act under various Emergency Services Legislation and Acts, can 
erect portable road signs and manage traffic in order to provide for the safety and welfare of 
themselves, their emergency workers and members of the public during emergency incidents 
occurring on, or near roads. 
 
AUTHORITY TO CLOSE ROADS 
The Bush Fires Act 1954 provides the authority for a Bush Fire Brigade member in control of a 
bushfire (the Incident Controller) to close roads where there is a risk to the public or to fire 
fighters. 
 
The Incident Controller is responsible for closing roads, the welfare of emergency responders, 
and the welfare of road users at Vehicle Control Points. 
 
DFES Communications Centre (Comcen - 1800 198 140) can arrange for Police and Main Roads 
assistance.  Clearly describe the situation as ‘traffic control to protect emergency personnel’ 
will be a higher priority than a general request to manage traffic.  A ‘Request for WA Police 
Assistance’ form must be completed as soon as practical. 
 
Please note: 
Main Roads WA (138 138) must be informed when State Roads are closed.  This can also be 
done through DFES Comcen (1800 198 140). 
 
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AT ROADSIDE FIRE EMERGENCIES 
Visibility 
To maximise the visibility of crew and appliances, all crew must wear full PPE.  All appliance 
beacons and hazard lights should be operating throughout the roadside emergency. 
 
Crew members not directly involved should be off the road, and clear of the incident scene 
and general flow of traffic. 
 
As soon as traffic has been assessed as a hazard, portable hazard signs (fold-up tripods, traffic 
cones or similar) should be positioned in proximity to the incident or work area.   

 Signs are positioned on both traffic approaches where possible so hazards are clearly 
visible to approaching traffic. 

 Ensure adequate line of sight to allow large vehicles to stop. 

 Line of sight distances for oncoming traffic are: 
o 60km/hr or lower speed zone – 150m or more 
o Elsewhere – 250m or more 

 Consider the need for large vehicles to be able to turn around. 

 Take account of the immediate environment when placing signage – shade, weather, 
existing speed signs and advertising signs that may obscure or confuse the warning. 
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 Avoid locating signage where drivers are required to concentrate on other road 
hazards, eg on bends, bridges, railway crossings etc. 

 Ensure signs are not positioned where they may become a traffic hazard to motorists. 
 

 
 
ROAD CLOSURES 
Vehicle Control Points 
Vehicle Control Points (VCPs) are the last line of incident site control, and for this reason, they 
must be permanently staffed. Staff at VCPs must have radio communications with the Incident 
Controller or Incident Management Team at all times. 
 
Shire staff are able to provide traffic management at VCPs.  Requests for support must be 
directed to the CEO. 
 
Personnel are not to endanger their lives in attempting to stop vehicles.  Traffic controllers 
confronted by a road user’s intent on breaching closures should warn the driver that: 

 Passing the road closure could lead to danger; 

 Breaching the road closure is an offence; and 

 The vehicle and drivers description will be reported immediately, information 
includes: 

o Time/date; Description of vehicle/driver; Registration; Actions; Witness 
names. 

As calls to DFES Comcen are recorded, it is recommended that Comcen is contacted as soon 
as possible to provide the above information with a request for WA Police to follow up. 
 
Full Road Closure 
Access beyond a full road closure VCP can only be authorised by the Incident Controller and 
typically involves vehicles from the controlling agency, a combat agency and support 
organisations.  In addition the Incident Controller may give permission for a designated vehicle 
or person to proceed beyond a VCP. 
 
The Incident Controller must provide clear direction to WA Police or traffic controllers on 
which vehicles are permitted through a road closure, to minimise the risk of fire fighters being 
delayed.  Examples: 

o ‘Firefighting units (including farm units), vehicles with triangle identification 
stickers on windscreen and volunteer fire fighters are permitted through.’ 

o No one, including fire fighters, is permitted through due to damaged bridge’. 
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Partial Road Closure 
Partial road closures may be realised through lane control measures. 
 
In some cases an Incident Controller may allow restricted access.  Such situations may arise 
from residents returning home to check property for damage, to salvage their possessions, o 
deliver relief to residents or their stock, and for essential service crews. 
 
Protracted Duration Emergency 
If the incident is likely to be prolonged (more than 4 hours) the Incident Controller needs to 
ensure WA Police or traffic management contractors are in place. Under these circumstances 
it is important for communications to be maintained between the Incident Controller and 
traffic management authorities. 
 
The welfare of people affected by short term road closures remains the responsibility of the 
controlling agency in consultation with Department of Communities. Extended closures will 
require a more active involvement by Department of Communities who may need to organise 
and coordinate the provision of welfare centres. 
 
Detours 
Traffic must not be detoured unless part of an approved Traffic Management Plan.  This 
recognises the risk of directing vehicles onto roads that are unsuitable/unsafe including the 
unknown capability of drivers.  The Incident Controller should consult with relevant 
authorities to determine suitable detour routes. 
 
Evacuation of Affected People 
Selection of suitable evacuation routes and allowing unrestricted egress from incidents is also 
a consideration of any traffic management plan at an incident. Designated evacuation routes 
should be for one way traffic only, apart from emergency vehicles that may be attending the 
scene which may also use the same route. 
 
Public Information  
If road closures are required to be initiated, the Incident Controller should request (through 
the CBFCO/CESM) for an SMS to be broadcast to all registered contacts advising details of the 
closure. 
 
The Incident Controller should consider the release of public warnings through the DFES 
Bushfire Warning System (see SOP 3.02 Bushfire Warning System) especially if the road is, or 
is likely to be, impacted by smoke and/or fire and/or the incident will be of a protracted 
duration.  Warnings can be issued by the CESM or Regional Duty Coordinator. 
 
While the Incident Controller has authority to partially/totally close a road during fire 
emergency situations they have no authority to direct and divert traffic via alternative routes. 
This authority remains with Main Roads or Local Government. 
 
Record Keeping 
All critical decisions and requests relating to traffic management and/or road closure must be 
recorded in the incident log. 
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Vehicle Control Points need to be clearly identified and the location agreed to by the Incident 
Controller.  VCP locations must be recorded and signed off by the Incident Controller. 
 

Re-opening of Roads 

The Incident Controller cannot open the road.  The Incident Controller must be satisfied that 
the incident is no longer a threat before handing the road back to the road owner (Local 
Government or Main Roads WA) who will assess the road condition before deciding to open 
the road. 
 
All traffic management signs must be removed as soon as possible after the roads have re-
opened. 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting 
SOP 3.02 Bushfire Warning System  
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems - AIIMS 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION 

Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
Fire Brigades Act 1942 s.34 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.39.1; s.44 
Emergency Management Act 2005 s.67 
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SOP 4.04: Entrapment at a Bushfire – Burnover Procedure 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a standard procedure to ensure the safety of firefighters entrapped by an 
encroaching bushfire and subject to a likely burnover of their appliance. 

INTRODUCTION 
An outcome from the investigation of the 2012 Black Cat Creek incident is that all DFES 
appliances should be fitted with burnover blankets appropriate to the number of seated 
positions, Water Deluge System, In Cab Air and Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL), and 
volunteers should be trained in the use of the above protection equipment.  
 
The Broomehill Central Brigade appliance has been fitted with the above equipment. 

PROCEDURE 
When preparing for entrapment at a bushfire: 

 Ensure crews are initially briefed on the task and risks. 

 Ensure crews remain aware of the current and forecast situation. 

 Appliances will maintain 25% water reserves on appliances for personal protection. 

 Undertake suppression tasks with the due reference to LACES: 
L – Lookouts 
A – Awareness 
C – Communication 
E – Escape Routes 
S – Safety Zones 

 Ensure all crew understand the concept of the ‘dead man zone’. 

 Activate the EMERGENCY AVL BUTTON as per training. 

 Transmit ‘EMERGENCY MESSAGE’ via radio. 

 Activate beacons/emergency warning devices and siren. 

 Notify Incident Controller of the location and situation. 

 Request aerial assistance (water bomber/helitacs) if available. 

 Branch operators are to close down all branches and place them on the ground. All 
crews are to return to the vehicle. 

 Locate first aid kit and place inside cab. 

 Close down and remove the delivery lines at the pump 

 Park appliance on burn/cleared area in a position that affords as much protection as 
possible for the crew (e.g. rear of the appliance facing the fire front). 

 Close all doors, windows and air vents and leave the engine running on fast idle. 

 Conduct a head count to ensure all the crew are present and mount the appliance. 

 Take cover in the cabin. Activate Water Deluge System from inside the appliance. 

 Dress in full PPE. Activate the In Cab Air as per training. 

 Crew to cover with blanket/protection. 

 STAY INSIDE THE VEHCILE. 

 Wait for the fire front to pass. Immediately after the fire front has passed, account for 
all the crew and check the vehicle for damage. 
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 NOTE – Do not hose down crew members’ with water prior to the fire front passing as 
the conduction of heat through the clothing may induce steam burns. 

 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

As the fire front approaches, the intensity of the heat will increase along with the amount of 
smoke and ember. Radiated heat will transfer directly to inside the cabin. 

 Smoke gradually gets inside the vehicle and fumes will be released from the interior 
of the appliance. 

 Stay as close to the floor as possible.  
 

Fuel tanks are very unlikely to explode.  Fuel jerry cans and drip torches not fitted with anti-
explosive mesh may however be at risk.  These should be removed and placed at a distance 
from the appliance. 

AFTER THE FIRE FRONT HAS PASSED 
Stay in the vehicle until the fire front has passed and the temperature has dropped outside. 

 Once the fire front has passed and the temperature has dropped cautiously exit the 
vehicle. Be careful – internal parts will be extremely hot. 

 Take portable radios (VHF and UHF) 

 Take first aid kits and oxy-viva (if part of the stowage) 

 Move to a safe area 

 Stay covered in PPE and blankets, continue to drink water and await assistance. 

 Send a SitRep to the Incident Controller, if possible. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED August 2014 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control System - AIIMS 
SOP 5.01 Personal Protective Equipment 
SOP 5.06 Burnover Blankets 
SOP 6.02 Automatic Vehicle Locator 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 4.05: Red Flag Warning 

 
PURPOSE 
To provide a standard procedure for firefighters for the red flag warning. 

INTRODUCTION 
Incident experience across Australia, in particular during major bushfires, has shown that a 
lack of access to timely and critical information by personnel at an incident has led to injuries 
and fatalities. Red Flag Warnings are a message system that provides a process to ensure 
critical information (such as fire weather changes) is confirmed as received to the lowest levels 
and understood by all personnel at the incident. 

PRINCIPLES 
Red Flag Warnings are to be precise messages which convey present or impending hazards to 
emergency responders, outside the normal shift or deployment briefings, e.g. weather 
changes, hazardous materials, fire behaviour, structural integrity, equipment failures etc. 

 Red Flag Warnings are to be initiated within the command hierarchy. 

 Red Flag Warnings must be passed to all personnel at the incident, including those 
from other agencies or private contractors. 

 At all levels, red flag warnings are to be acknowledged on receipt through confirmation 
of the message back to the sender. 

 The transmission, receipt and acknowledgements of Red Flag Warnings are to be 
logged. 
 

PROCEDURE 
The standard message text of a Red Flag Warning is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RECORDING, RECEIPT & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 

 All Red Flag Warnings issued through the incident chain of command are to be 
recorded in incident diaries. 
 

  

‘RED FLAG WARNING. Personnel are advised of <actual/forecast where 
appropriate> conditions that may present a hazard to personnel as follows 
<actual/forecast conditions>. Personnel are to <describe specific actions 
required to be taken>. This message is to be passed on to all personnel under 
your command 
 
ACKNOWLEDGE’ 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED August 2014 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.01 Communications Systems 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting  
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 4.06: Brigades Responding to Fires that may be Suspicious 

 

The priority of fire crews will always be extinguishing the blaze, saving life, property and 
environment. This should always be the priority. The preservation of what may be the crime 
scene will always come in under this. 
 
There is no expectation from police that they want volunteers or DFES staff to turn into crime 
scene experts but will be extremely grateful for any assistance that can be provided in 
preserving the scene until police arrive. 
 

ON THE WAY TO THE FIRE 
Take note of vehicles and people you see – time, vehicle registration, description, direction of 
travel. 
 

ON ARRIVAL AND FIRE CREW OBSERVATIONS 

 Do not let people into the incident area. 

 Minimise resources required to gain control over the entire scene. 

 Are there people in the immediate area – what are they wearing, carrying? 

 Even if it seems irrelevant note it anyway. 

 Secure the area around tyre marks, shoe impression, gate / fencing entry cuts, etc. 

 Where was the fire most intense on arrival? 

 Was there more than one ignition point? 
 
TAPE OFF AND SECURE SCENE 
In consideration of establishing a crime scene before police arrive, Police would like the 
obvious fire area where the fire occurred, and double that area taped off. This will be the 
crime scene, not always possible but desirable. 
 
If onlookers give you information write it down and record their names as they may leave the 
area before the police arrive. 
 
If possible have someone wait on site until police arrive so the scene stays secure. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED October 2015 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 3.01 Incident Announcement 
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION Bush Fires Act 1954 Part IV 
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SOP 4.07: Use of ‘Class A’ Foam    

 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of Class A foam can enhance the effectiveness of firefighting operations. 
 
APPLICATION RATIO 
Foam is supplied in concentrated form and must be mixed with water and aspirated for use. 
As a guide, the recommended mix ration is up to 0.03% concentration for bush firefighting 
operations (equates to approximately one cup of concentrate to 2,000 litres of water). 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The use of foam can pose environmental risk to waterways, some agricultural operations and 
some fauna. 
The IC is to ensure Dept. Water & Environment Regulation (DWER) is notified if foam enters a 
water body. 
The following factors should be taken into consideration by the IC before authorising the use 
of foam: 

 Protection of domestic water supplies: Domestic water storages contaminated 
with foam or wetting agents are to be flushed before re-use. 

 Protection of aquatic environments: All possible care is to be taken to ensure that 
foam does not enter water bodies. 

 Protection of agricultural interests: Care should be taken when using foam near 
agricultural operation to ensure that the foam does not contaminate crops or 
produce. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
Safety considerations and guidance for operators using A Class foam concentrate and 
suppressants are as follow. 

 All personnel are to adhere to the manufacturer’s guidance as detailed on the 
product MSDS provided at delivery. 

 Avoid inhalation of foam vapours. Decant foam concentrate in well-ventilated 
areas. 

 Avoid ingestion of foam concentrate. 

 Foam concentrate, and to a lesser degree foam solution, can be harmful. If 
ingestion occurs, seek IMMEDIATE medical attention. 

 Wear Level 1 PPE, gloves and goggles where the risk of contamination exists (e.g. 
decanting) 

 Wipe up any spilt concentrate 

 In the event of personnel coming into contact with foam concentrate: 
o Eyes or skin - immediately flush with clean water and seek medical assistance 

if required. 
o Soaked clothing - remove and flush with copious amounts of water as soon as 

possible. 
o If any side effects occur from exposure to the foam concentrates (i.e. dry red 

itchy skin) seek medical advice 

 Dispose of all used foam containers in an environmentally responsible manner. 
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CLEAN UP 
As the foam concentrate is corrosive and will cause damage to equipment all firefighting 
appliances and equipment used with foam are to be thoroughly flushed with clean water after 
use. 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting  
SOP 6.01 Fire Appliances - Maintenance and Modification 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 4.08: Incident Escalation 

 
INCIDENT LEVELS 
The State Emergency Management Committee (SEMC) has defined three operational levels 
that are to be used to classify the severity of incidents.  
 
A Level 1 fire incident is characterised by being able to be controlled through local or initial 
response resources within a few hours of notification. Being relatively minor, all functions of 
incident management are generally undertaken by the first arriving crew/s. 
 
Level 2 fire incidents are more complex either in size, duration, resources, risk or community 
impact. They usually require delegation of a number of incident management functions and 
may require interagency response. 
 
Level 3 fire incidents are protracted, large and resource intensive. They may affect community 
assets and/or critical infrastructure and attract significant community, media and political 
interest. These incidents will usually involve delegation of all the Incident Management 
functions. 
 
ASSESSING THE INCIDENT LEVEL 
An assessment of the incident should be undertaken as soon as possible after attendance to 
determine if further assistance is required.  An incident is initially defined as a Level 1 incident 
unless: 

a) the Incident Controller (IC) determines otherwise; and 
b) an incident level declaration is made. 
 

The majority of fires attended by Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bush Fire Brigades are Level 
1 incidents. As Level 1 is the default incident level, it is not necessary to fill in an Incident Level 
Declaration. 
 
Level 1 classifications cover a range of incident sizes and complexities and which can require 
different skill levels to manage. ICs can access additional resources or expertise as required 
through DFES.  
 
Larger, slightly more complex, Level 1 incidents may require the appointment of a qualified 
Level 1 Incident Controller. This can be initiated at the request of the current IC, as an offer 
by the CBFCO or, in some cases, at the direction of the CBFCO. 
 
MONITORING THE INCIDENT 
The incident is to be continually monitored, and assessed, by the IC to ensure changes are 
identified and the incident level escalated or de-escalated, as necessary. The escalation of an 
incident is at the discretion of the Incident Controller. 
 
The IC will note the declared incident level in the IC’s incident log and all Situation Reports 
sent through the command line. 
 
If it is possible an incident may escalate to Level 2 the DFES Regional Duty Coordinator must 
be notified to alert them to this possibility. 
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INCIDENT LEVEL ESCALATION 
If the bush fire conditions warrant an escalation to Level 2, DFES, as the Hazard Management 
Agency for fire, must be advised. 
 
At the declaration of a Level 2 Incident, the IC will: 

a) complete an Incident Level Declaration form (available from the CESM) 
b) communicate the Level 2 declaration to the CBFCO (or delegate) and to the CEO. 
 

INCIDENT HANDOVER 
Under the Bush Fires Act 1954 the IC can request control of the incident be handed over to 
DFES or DBCA. This should be done in consultation with the Chief Bush Fire Control Officer (or 
delegate). 
 
LEVEL 3 INCIDENT 
Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup Bush Fire Brigade units will only be providing combat resources 
or AIIMS Incident Management Team support to DFES for Level 3 incidents. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 
SOP 4.09 Transfer of Incident Control - Interagency 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

DELEGATION 5.8 Handover of Control of Bushfires 

LEGISLATION 
Emergency Management Act 2005 
Emergency Management Regulations 2006 
Bush Fires Act 1954 
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SOP 4.09: Transfer of Incident Control – Interagency 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Under the Bush Fires Act 1954, a local government Fire Control Officer may request that the 
incident control of a fire be transferred to Department of Biodiversity & Conservation 
(DBCA) or Department of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES). 
 
The existing Incident Controller (IC) is to consult with the Chief Bush Fire Control Officer 
when considering handing over the control of a fire to another agency. 
 
HANDOVER BRIEFINGS 
Where the control of an incident is handed to another agency, the current IC must conduct a 
formal handover to the incoming IC using the standard SMEACS (Situation, Mission, 
Execution, Administration & Logistics, Command & Communication, Safety) format (refer 
Appendix 3 SMEACS Checklist). 
 
Transfer of Control between the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup and DBCA: 
Under Section 45(a) of the Bush Fires Act 1954, control of bush fires may be transferred 
between Local Governments and DBCA at any time after considering which agency is best 
placed or resourced to deal with the emergency. 
 
The request for transfer of control to DBCA should be made by the CBFCO (or delegate) to the 
DBCA Duty Officer. The request can be verbal but the request for handover must be noted in 
the incident log. The outcome of the request must also be recorded in the incident log. 
 
The current IC must notify the DFES Duty Officer or COMCEN and all other personnel involved 
in the incident of the handover. 
 
Transfer of Control to DFES: 
An IC may request DFES to assume control of the incident under Section 13(4)(a) of the Bush 
Fires Act 1954. 
 
The request for transfer of control should be made by the CBFCO (or delegate) to the DFES 
Duty Officer. The request can be verbal but the request for handover must be noted in the 
incident log. The outcome of the request must also be recorded in the incident log. 
 
The current IC must notify all other personnel involved in the incident of the handover. 
 
Transfer of Control from DBCA or DFES to the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup: 
DFES or DBCA may request that incident control of a fire to be transferred to the Shire. This 
request should be made to the CBFCO (or delegate) who will determine if the Shire is suitably 
placed to accept the transfer of control. 
 
The IC must notify all other personnel involved in the incident of the handover. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 
SOP 4.02 Incident Control Systems – AIIMS 
SOP 4.08 Incident Escalation 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

DELEGATION 5.8 Handover of Control of Bushfires 

LEGISLATION Bush Fires Act 1954 s13.4(a); s45(a) 
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Appendix 4: SMEACS Checklist 
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Section 5: Safety 
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SOP 5.01: Personal Protective Equipment 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure a minimum standard of protective clothing is worn at all times on any fire ground. 

INTRODUCTION 
Personnel on the fire ground should be dressed in accordance with the minimum dress 
standard as specified below or equivalent.  Personnel turning up to fires without the minimum 
requirement must be advised to dress properly or asked to leave the fire ground, or 
alternatively assigned a non-firefighting task.   

PREFERRED STANDARD FOR BUSH FIRE FIGHTING 

 Approved Proban Overalls (one or two piece); 

 Safety Boots; 

 Helmet; and 

 Gloves, Goggles and Smoke Mask 
 
Requests for PPE can be made at any time through the CESM.  A bulk order is compiled in July 
each year for distribution prior to the fire season. 

MINIMUM STANDARD FOR BUSH FIRE FIGHTING 

 Cotton/woollen long trousers; 

 Long sleeve shirt; and 

 Enclosed boots. 

GENERAL 
 Depending on individual Brigade requirements, protective clothing may be kept in the 

Brigade’s fire station, with appliances, or held by members as part of their individual 
firefighting kit.  Protective clothing must be worn on any operational duty.  

 All Brigade personnel are responsible for the availability, condition, care and 
cleanliness of their own kit.  

 Only correctly attired personnel will be allowed to crew Brigade appliances.  
 The appearance and conduct of the Shire’s Bushfire Brigade members whilst wearing 

operational dress is to be such that will not cause any criticism upon the Shire of 
Broomehill-Tambellup. 

 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.36 
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SOP 5.02: LACES 

 

PURPOSE 
These procedures are designed to minimise the risks associated with operational bush 
firefighting. Crew safety at bushfires is underpinned by a developed knowledge and 
experience of bush fire behaviour, situational awareness and the application of safety 
procedures.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
All emergency services personnel are responsible for their own safety and the safety of others 
at an incident. The IC has ultimate responsibility to ensure the implementation of safe working 
practices at an incident.  
 
The Strategic Control Priorities outlined within State Hazard Plan – FIRE make clear that: 
 “Protection and Preservation of Life: This is the fundamental overarching priority for the 
State, and includes:  

• Safety of emergency services personnel.  
• Safety of community members including vulnerable community members and 

visitors/tourists located within the incident area.”  
 

PROCEDURE 
During bushfire operations, there is a requirement to continuously reassess the changing 
dynamics of the fire to ensure a safer working environment for all. All personnel are to utilise 
LACES to plan their safety at incidents. The concept of LACES with detailed descriptions and 
tasking for each component is in the attached Appendix 5.  
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED New SOP - October 2021 

REVIEWED  

SOP 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  
Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 

 
 
 



 

 

Appendix 5 – LACES  

 



 

 

 

SOP 5.03: Drugs and Alcohol 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a standard procedure to manage drug and alcohol related incidents within the Shire’s Bush 
Fire Brigades. 

INTRODUCTION 
Any accident that occurs where it is found that a firefighter has been taking illicit drugs and/or alcohol 
has implications not only for the individual but also the Shire. Some implications that could occur are: 

 Insurance cover could be denied. 

 Civil action could be taken if other firefighters are injured whilst under that individuals care (as 
driver, member of a team or managing an incident). 

 Compromise your position within the Shire’s Brigade. 

 Compromise the Shire because they allowed you to represent them whilst you were under the 
influence of illicit drugs or alcohol (knowingly or unknowingly). 

 
In addition to the Shire having a responsibility to look after the safety and welfare of the volunteer under 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and Regulations, the individual also has a responsibility to 
look after their own well-being. 

PROCEDURE 
Since drugs and alcohol have the ability to impair the judgment and reactions of an individual and 
firefighters invariably put themselves in positions of accepted risk, it is essential that ‘acceptable risk’ 
does not become an ‘unacceptable risk’. The following procedure must be complied with to ensure that 
firefighters do not compromise their individual right to work in the safest environment possible. 
 

 Illicit Drugs 
Firefighters shall not respond to any incident or participate in any training activities associated with 
operational tasks where illicit drugs have been taken. 
 
If a firefighter or officer is aware that another firefighter or officer is taking illicit drugs, appropriate 
action should be taken to remove that person from firefighting duties. 
 

 Alcohol 
Firefighters shall not respond to any incident or participate in any training activities associated with 
operational tasks where alcohol has been consumed. 
 
Consumption of alcohol during or prior to commencing firefighting duties is not acceptable. It is 
inappropriate for any person to put another person at risk as a result of impaired judgment or reactions 
attributable to the consumption of alcohol. 
 
It is unacceptable to allow firefighters to undertake an active firefighting role at an incident knowing 
they have consumed alcohol. 
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 Prescribed Drugs 
If an individual is taking prescribed drugs that make them drowsy or functionally impaired, they must: 

 Not take part in firefighting duties at an incident. 

 Not take part in operational training activities. 

 Notify the Incident Controller of the effects 

 Take responsibility for their own safety and welfare and not compromise safety and welfare 
of others. 

 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.04: Drip Torches 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a standard procedure to manage the safe use and maintenance of a drip torch. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The drip torch is to be used for prescribed burning and authorised lighting activities only. The drip torch 
is a container holding a fuel mixture that drips from a nozzle over a lighted wick, dripping burning liquid 
onto the fuel to be ignited. 
 

PROCEDURE 
When preparing to use the drip torch, the operator should: 

 Ensure that there is no risk to other personnel in the vicinity. 

 Use the torch on the designated burn area only. 

 Wear the correct personal protective equipment, including gloves and goggles when filling, 
lighting, operating and extinguishing a drip torch. 

 Start the torch and ignite vegetation and complete the burn under the direction of the officer in 
charge. 

 When not in use, stand the torch upright and ensure that the flame is extinguished. 

 When not in use, ensure that the torch is stored upright in a secure position. 

 When not in use, ensure that the fuel tap is maintained in the closed position. 

 Fuel for drip torches must be premixed at a location separate to any incident ground. 

 Fuel for drip torches must be premixed in a recommended flammable liquid fuel container, 
stored away from the incident and clearly marked. 

 Ensure regular maintenance is undertaken and report any defects. 

 The fuel mixture is to be 25% Petrol and 75% Diesel as per manufacturer’s instructions. 
 
Only qualified and experienced firefighters should use the drip torch. 
 
NOTE 
 
All backburn operations must be authorised by the Incident Controller 
 
The wick will remain hot for some time after it has been extinguished 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 
SOP 5.01 Personal Protective Equipment 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.05: Driving Guidelines 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure that formal brigade appliances are operated in a safe manner. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Bush Fire Brigades have a high profile as an emergency service provider within the community. To 
maintain that high profile, personnel using vehicles must adhere to vehicle policy with a clear 
understanding of the guidelines. 
 
It should be noted that exemptions from the Road Traffic Code 2000 apply to formal brigade appliances 
only. 
 

EXEMPTION TO ROAD TRAFFIC CODE 2000 
While travelling to and from a fire (on public roads), the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup bush fire 
appliances should only carry personnel who are safely seated in the cab or on specially designed seating 
fitted with seat belts. 
 

 The drivers and passengers of firefighting appliances are legally exempt from the requirement of the 
Road Traffic Code 2000 to wear seat belts “when engaged in firefighting activity”. However for safety 
reasons it is strongly recommended that drivers and passengers in the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup 
fire appliances wear available seat belts wherever possible. 

 
 An exemption to the Road Traffic Code 2000 exists which allows personnel to travel in the load space of 

a private fire fighting vehicle when ‘engaged in firefighting activity on the fire ground’.  This exemption 
does not apply when travelling to and from the fire scene.  All firefighting personnel in private fire units 
should travel to and from the fire ground in the cab of the vehicle wearing seatbelts where provided. 
 

GUIDELINES 

 All drivers must hold a current and appropriate class of driving license necessary for the appliance 
being driven.  

 A register of Drivers’ Licenses shall be maintained for all Shire volunteers driving Shire-owned 
emergency vehicles. 

 Drivers holding “P” Plates may drive appliances as part of Driver Training; however, they are not 
to drive to or at emergency/incidents. 

 Drivers are not to operate any fire appliance for longer than a 12-hour shift. 

 Drivers are not to exceed 20km over the allocated speed limit of the road on which the vehicle is 
travelling. 
 

CODE 1 
Unit to respond with due haste - life/property in immediate danger. 

1. Emergency Warning Lights at all times during travel and operation at incident. 
2. SIREN (if fitted to vehicle) to be used during travel to incident as appropriate. 
3. ALL speed signs of the Road Traffic Act to be obeyed. 
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4. ALL Traffic Lights and Road Traffic Signals/Signs to be obeyed unless the driver of the Fire 
Appliance is confident that it is safe and expedient to “contravene” and that all other traffic will 
give way to the fire appliance. 

5. Rail crossing signals and boom gates to be obeyed at ALL times. 
 

CODE 2 
When returning to fire station, attending training or exercises and general operations:- 

1. NO emergency warning lights or sirens are to be used. 
2. ALL Road Traffic Codes to be complied with. 

 

DRIVING REQUIREMENTS FOR OFF-ROAD USE 
1. Minimum speed to be used to ensure safety of occupants. 
2. Exhaust brake where fitted to be engaged at all times.   

 

GENERAL 
1. Bush Fire Fighters must at all times, drive with due care and attention and continue to show 

consideration to other road users. 
2. It is essential that the privileges granted by law are not abused. 
3. Crew care and safety must be of paramount importance at all times when driving fire appliances. 
4. Warning Lights to be in operation at all times when brigade personnel are working off the 

appliance as other vehicle movement may prove a hazard. 
5. Smoke hazard signs to be installed on roads where Bush Fire Brigades are operating. 
6. In order to improve visibility of fire appliances to each other during fires it is recommended that 

emergency lights & headlights be used. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 

SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 
SOP 3.01 Incident Announcement 
SOP 3.02 Fire Appliances Outside Municipality Boundaries 
SOP 4.01 Wildfire Operational Management 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION 
Road Traffic Code 2000 Part 19 Div. 1 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.06: Electrical Hazards 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide personnel with a standard and safe procedure for incidents where electricity may be 
hazardous to personnel, casualties and/or bystanders. 

INTRODUCTION 
Electricity is a major hazard to firefighters, as it will be encountered at many structural fires and bush 
fires. All precautions at any incident where electrical hazards exist must be taken. 

PROCEDURE 

 Identify any electrical hazards that are present. 

 Keep personnel and members of the public away from electrical hazards. 

 Determine a safe distance from the electrical hazard. 

 Electricity should always be disconnected: 

 When the situation is unknown. 

 At any time that water is to be applied within a structure. 

 At any time firefighters are at risk. 

 On adjacent buildings if it is reasonably expected that the fire may impinge on them. 

STRUCTURAL FIRES (DEFENSIVE FIREFIGHTING ONLY) 
If the electricity is to be disconnected, it is the responsibility of the Incident Controller to check that 
power is switched off at the main board and that the fuses have been removed (where possible). 
 
When disconnecting the power supply: 

 The switch is to be operated with the back of the hand at arm’s length. 

 The head is to be turned away to avoid possible flash injuries. 

240 VOLT POWER GENERATED BY SOLAR PANELS 
All Emergency Service responders should be aware that if attending an incident at a property that has 
Solar Panels installed, there is the potential for live 240v power to be circulating through the property 
even though the mains switchboard has been isolated and fuses removed. 
 
The following procedure is recommended for isolating power at properties with solar panels installed: 

 Switch off the main isolating switch and all circuit breakers and remove all fuses at the main 
switchboard. Also check to see if there is an inverter isolator switch for the solar panel system; if 
not, 

 Inspect the property to see if any solar panels and / or backup generators are installed on the 
property (should be visible and near to main property). 

 Seek local knowledge and obtain advice on where the system may be isolated. 

 If local knowledge is not available, locate the inverter/generator main switch or change over 
switch and isolate by turning off (this switch is usually at the main switchboard). 

 Wait for further support from experienced personnel. 
 

POWER LINES/POLE TOP FIRES 
The Incident Controller is to brief all incoming crews on the possibility of live power being present at an 
incident.   
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Do not park appliances or position equipment beneath overhead power lines. 

Where wires have made contact with the ground treat all wires as being live and maintain a 10m safe 
distance from the wires.  

Locate wire ends to ensure source is not being transferred through another conductor e.g. steel fence, 
vehicle, etc. 

All personnel are to avoid direct and water contact with wires and infrastructure until it has been 
confirmed the power is off.  

Contact DFES Comcen on 1800 198 140 or 000 with the information listed below. This information will 
be passed by DFES directly to the Western Power Communication Centre for action, such as isolating the 
power supply to the area.  

Wait for the arrival of Western Power personnel. 

Information Required Details 

Contact Person and Phone Number  Name of person reporting:  

Phone No:  

Contact at scene:  

Phone No:  

Issue of Concern  i.e. Pole top fire, powerlines on ground etc.  

Pole Identification Number  Nearest Pole No. found on plate or 
triangle.  

Pole Location  Nearest road, locality or property number.  

Requested Action  i.e. crew required, disconnect power etc.  

Note: This procedure is for the use of emergency services only. General faults should be directed to the 
Western Power Fault Number 131 351 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health - Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health  

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.07: Burnover Blankets 

 

PURPOSE 
To provide a standard procedure for firefighters in the use of burnover blankets. 

INTRODUCTION 
Burnover blankets are a piece of equipment for protecting firefighters out on the fireline. The blankets 
are made from a light weight, patented material and are 2m x 2m in size. Installation of burnover 
blankets in all DFES appliances has been undertaken in accordance with directive. Volunteers are to be 
trained in burnover blanket entrapment procedures.  

PROCEDURE 

 Ensure LACES is implemented at all times: 
L – Lookouts 
A – Awareness 
C – Communication 
E – Escape Routes 
S – Safety Zones 

 Locate the burnover blanket in the appliance. The burnover blankets are housed in a red 
protective sleeve or bag in a fixed position appropriate to the appliance and must not be 
relocated. 

 Obtain the burnover blanket from its storage bag by lifting the flap and remove the vacuum 
packed blanket. 

 Open the plastic wrapping by tearing from the top then expanding the tear so the blanket can be 
removed easily. 

 Straight pull towards you to start with, and then rip sideways. 

 Remove the burnover blanket from the plastic cover. 

 Unfold the burnover blanket fully and cover yourself completely. 

 Remain covered and get below the window level of the appliance until the fire has passed. 

 After the burnover, conduct post-burnover procedures. 

 Used burnover blankets should be left with the vehicle for examination in any investigation that 
may follow. 

 Do not attempt to replace or reuse the used burnover blanket. 

 Know the location of the burnover blankets in your appliance or vehicle. 
 
 

  

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED August 2014 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health - Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health  

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.08: Chainsaws   

 

INTRODUCTION 
When responding to bushfires fire fighters may encounter trees that need felling or a situation where it 
is advantageous to clear a track of fallen timber. On occasions chainsaws have been used to undertake 
these tasks. 
 
Changes to legislative requirements and the increased need for specific training on all items of 
equipment means that the ongoing use of chainsaws by untrained personnel is in breach of these 
legislative requirements. 
 
In recognising the risks associated with chainsaw use neither DFES nor the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup 
provide them as standard stowage items on fire appliances. Notwithstanding this, it is acknowledged 
that crews who have assisted at incidents outside the Shire have been in situations where a chainsaw 
has been required to preserve crew safety.  For incidents outside the Shire, approval may be granted for 
a crew to obtain a chainsaw from the Shire, to be collected prior to mobilisation. 
 
Tree Felling 
The felling of trees with a chainsaw by a Brigade member is strictly prohibited. Where it is necessary to 
fell a tree, earthmoving equipment or suitably qualified operators, as approved by the Incident 
Controller or the CESM, must be used. 
 
Clearing Fallen Timber 
Brigade members who hold an appropriate chainsaw operator certificate, can only use a chainsaw to 
clear fallen timber in an emergency situation (e.g. blocked emergency egress route, vehicle or personnel 
entrapment, etc.) At all other times earthmoving machinery or approved operators shall be used. 
 
Minimum Training Qualification 
Brigade members intending to use a chainsaw on a fire ground must hold an appropriate qualification 
confirming competency as issued by TAFE or other recognised institution.  Copies of the certificate 
(including refresher certificates) must be provided to the Shire prior to each fire season. 
 
Directions for Use 

 Chainsaws may only be used with the prior approval of the Incident Controller or CESM. 

 All chainsaw operators must wear full personal protective equipment: chaps, steel boots, gloves, 
goggles, hearing protection and helmet. 

 All chainsaw operators must be accompanied by a spotter at all times. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health - Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health  

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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SOP 5.09: Refilling Motors at Fire Incidents   

 

Introduction  
Storing fuel in metal fuel containers is a common practice on all firefighting appliances as it allows 
additional reserves of ULP and/or drip torch fuel to be readily available.  
 
If a fuel container is exposed to high temperatures, a build-up of pressure inside the fuel container will 
occur. Upon opening this pressure build up can cause a sudden and vigorous expulsion of fuel vapour.  
 
There have been instances of firefighting personnel being doused in flammable liquid when opening fuel 
containers. The fuel ignited and caused burns to the fire fighters. Therefore, personnel opening a fuel 
container must follow the recommended DFES ‘six step process’.  
 
General  
In order to minimise the risks associated with refuelling pump motors, refuelling will only occur when 
the vehicle is in a safe area (e.g. a water point, staging area, well- ventilated area, cold zone).  

The greatest risk of injury caused by pressurised fuel occurs when the fuel can is being opened. Ensure 
minimum PPE is worn and fuel can is opened in an area completely free of any potential ignition sources.  

This procedure is to be followed for refuelling of all static motors on all vehicles where fuel cans are 
utilised as the refuelling method:  

 Move vehicle to a clear area (e.g. off the fire ground)  

 Ensure pump engine is not running.  

 Remove the fuel can from the vehicle.  

 Ensure minimum PPE is worn.  

 Ensure a 5m radius safe zone free of ignition sources (including the vehicle) and other 
personnel.  

 Follow correct fuel can opening technique: 
o Kneel behind the fuel can with cap facing away from the body.  
o Fully withdraw the retaining pin.  
o Lift cap handle slowly to allow pressure build up to vent, with any venting away from the 

body.  
o Control opening with hand pressure as required.  
o Lift cap handle completely once venting has ceased.  

 Prior to pouring fuel from the fuel can into the pump engine fuel tank ensure that your feet are 
on the ground, you earth yourself by touching the appliance, and the pouring funnel is in 
contact with the fuel tank. This will reduce the potential for ignition due to static.  

 Always clean off excess fuel from the tank with a rag.  

 Do not re-enter the fire ground if PPE has been splashed with fuel (find alternate PPE).  
 
Filling Fuel Containers  
Fuel cans on vehicles or held at stations/units must not be overfilled. Fuel vapours will expand when 
exposed to heat and an expansion chamber for the vapours must be maintained. Fuel cans should only 
be filled to a maximum of 80% of total capacity. The easiest way to ensure the fuel can is not overfilled 
is at the petrol bowser, i.e. only put 4L into a 5L fuel can, or 16L into a 20L fuel can. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2020 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health - Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health  

LEGISLATION Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 
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Section 6: Equipment Management 
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SOP 6.01: Fire Appliances – Maintenance and Modification 

 

PURPOSE 
To ensure that all Shire appliances and equipment is maintained in faultless condition. 

INTRODUCTION 
As emergency appliances and equipment is predominantly used in hazardous and high-pressure 
situations, it is essential that the reliability and integrity of both is maintained to a high standard so as 
not to place any firefighter in danger due to equipment failure. 

OPERATING LEVEL MAINTENANCE 
Broomehill Central Brigade members are responsible for the Operating Level Maintenance of the Shire 
owned fire appliance.  In this context Operating Level Maintenance includes: 

 Checking vehicle tyre pressures. 

 Checking & replenishing radiator fluid levels for the vehicle engine and pump motor (where 
fitted). 

 Checking & replenishing lubricant levels on the vehicle and pump engines. 

 Checking & replenishing brake & clutch master cylinder fluid levels. 

 Checking & replenishing windscreen washer fluid. 

 Checking the operation of all vehicle lights, emergency lights & sirens. 

 Checking the operation of the WAERN Bushfire Radio including external speaker (where fitted). 

 Testing Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) – see SOP 6.02 

 Checking & replenishing battery electrolyte levels. 

 Cleaning of vehicles. 

 Checking the presence of all appliance stowage & its serviceability. 

 Checking the operation of fire pumps, valves, sprays, nozzles & hose reels. 

 Reporting any defective or unserviceable appliance items to the Brigade FCO. 

 Check burnover blankets are available and stowed properly. 

 Checking Water Deluge System. 

 Checking the condition and stowage of the In Cab Air. 
 
The brigade appliance in Tambellup is owned by DFES and the responsibility for these checks lies with 
the Tambellup Volunteer Emergency Service Unit.  
 
FAST FILL TRAILERS 
Each brigade has been equipped with a fast fill trailer including pump and appropriate hoses and fittings.  
Fast fill trailers are housed at agreed locations within the brigade area. 
 
Registration and insurance of each trailer is the responsibility of the Shire.  It is the responsibility of each 
brigade to ensure that trailers remain roadworthy and pumps/fittings are operational. If repairs or 
consumables are required the CESM should be notified. 
  
DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE 
All major servicing and maintenance of the Broomehill Central Fire Truck is the responsibility of the Shire.  
During this inspection assessments will be made on any future remedial maintenance for the fire 
appliances. 
All servicing and maintenance of vehicles associated with the Tambellup Volunteer Emergency Service 
Unit is the responsibility of the VFES members and DFES. 
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MODIFICATIONS TO FIRE APPLIANCES 
Brigades should not undertake the modification of the Shire’s Fire Appliances, without the express 
permission of the Shire of Broomehill-Tambellup.  Contravention of this policy could jeopardise 
insurance coverage or be in breach of Grant Agreement undertakings made through the Local 
Government Grant Scheme. 
 
 

RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2008 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP SOP 6.02 Automatic Vehicle Locator - AVL 

COUNCIL POLICY Nil 

LEGISLATION Bush Fires Act 1954 s.36 
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SOP 6.02: Automatic Vehicle Locator - AVL  

 

PURPOSE 
These procedures include an overview of the AVL system and how to update the system. The Broomehill 
Central Volunteer Bushfire Brigade appliance is fitted with an AVL, with the CESM managing 2 portable 
units for the Shire.    
 
The Tambellup VFES appliance is also fitted with an AVL – responsibility for management lies with Unit 
members in conjunction with DFES. 

INTRODUCTION 
The AVL System provides real-time visibility of appliances especially during large scale bushfires and 
provides automatic features to support crew safety. The AVL system also includes an emergency distress 
button to be used in emergency situations. When activated it sends an alarm to the DFES 
Communications Centre. The system records vehicle location, speed, and if lights and sirens have or are 
being activated. DFES Officers, CESM‘s and authorised brigade members have access to the link to track 
appliance locations across the State.         

PROCEDURE 
Activation in an emergency situation:  Under normal conditions the light will be showing green. 
To activate the emergency button HOLD IT DOWN FOR 4 SECONDS - the green light will turn red until 
DFES Communications has acknowledged, then the light will show green again. Once activated DFES 
Communications will contact the Incident Controller for that fire, the Duty Officer for the region or the 
Community Emergency Services Manager to follow up. 
 
Testing of the AVL: 

 Testing of the AVL system is to be carried out on a MONTHLY basis to keep the system updated 
with new soft wear. See diagram below on how to test the system.  

 The system is connected to the 3G network and if this is not available the system will link to the 
satellite. 

 If for any reason the button is accidently activated and the light stays solid red ( not flashing) ring 
DFES Communications on 1800 198 140 to notify them of the mistake.                         

 Refer to Operational Brochure and general information sheet that is located in the Broomehill 
Central Bushfire appliance for further information.  

 Any issues with the system please contact the CESM to follow up.    
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STEP PROCESS 

1 

 

Make sure your vehicle is parked outside the shed or situated in the open.  
 

2 
 

 

The Emergency Duress Button must be showing a solid green light (not 
flashing) to indicate AVL unit is in NextG Mobile Phone coverage before the 
unit can commence test mode. 
 

3 

 

Push the Emergency Duress Button 4 times in quick concessions within 4 
seconds (1 push per 1 second) 

  

The Emergency Duress Button will start flashing green and red lights to 
indicate the unit is in test mode. Once testing is complete the Emergency 
Duress Button will return to a solid green light. 

4 

  

Leave the vehicle parked outside the shed or situated in the open for another 
30 minutes before returning it back into the shed. This is to facilitate any 
software updates required for the AVL unit – it is important the vehicle 
battery remains un-isolated. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION 

ADOPTED December 2017 

REVIEWED October 2021 

SOP 
SOP 1.03 Occupational Safety & Health – Incident/Injury/Hazard  Reporting 
SOP 6.01 Fire Appliances – Maintenance and Modification 

COUNCIL POLICY 2.2 Occupational Safety & Health 

LEGISLATION 
Bush Fires Act 1954 s.36 
Occupational Safety & Health Act 1984 s.22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


